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**Student Scrubs Embroidery Guidelines**

**Color: Red**

**Zoomed View with Specifications**

**Emblem Info**
- **Size:** 2.125" x 2.125"
- **Thread Color:** White

**Wordmark Info**
- **Size:** 3.825" x 0.6633"
- **Thread Color:** White

**Embroidery Edge Detail:**
The grey border represents the 0.07" Puffed Threaded Edge done in the same thread color as the rest of the emblem.

**Embroidery Fill Detail:**
Dotted lines represent angle fill-in threads parallel to the red voids. Angle: 43.25°
Student Scrubs Embroidery Guidelines
Color: Blue
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Student Scrubs Embroidery Guidelines
Color: Blue

Zoomed View with Specifications

Embroidery Edge Detail:
The Grey Border Represents the 0.07" Puffed Raised Edge Done in the Same Thread Color as the Rest of the Emblem.

Embroidery Fill Detail:
Dotted Lines Represent Angle Fill-in Threads Parallel to the Blue Voids.
Angle (43.25°)

EMBLEM INFO
Size: 2.125" x 2.125"
Thread Color: White

CENTER EMBLEM

OFF TOP OF POCKET
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WORDMARK INFO
Size: 3.825" x 0.6633"
Thread Color: White

Centered

Thread Color: White

Thread Color: White